Rumi Forum Celebrates Iqbal Day in Rohi of Khawaja Ghulam Farid
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Relations between the Islamic Republic of Pakistan and the Republic of Turkey

The people of both countries have friendly relations which date back centuries before the modern states of Turkey and Pakistan were established. Both nations maintain extensive social, cultural and economic cooperation. In spite of the geographical distance, Turks and Pakistanis have had a cordial relation; Pakistanis have always been called 'brothers' in Turkey. Pakistan's founder Quaid e Azam Mohammad Ali Jinnah expressed admiration for Turkey's founding leader Mustafa Kemal Atatürk and also a desire to develop Pakistan on the Turkish model of modernism and secularism while Mr. Jinnah is also honoured as a great leader in Turkey. On 26 October 2009, Recep Tayyip Erdoğan was awarded the Nishan-e-Pakistan and was the fourth world leader who spoke to the Pakistani parliament.

In the aftermath of the 2005 Kashmir earthquake, Turkey stepped up its efforts to help the Pakistani people of the affected areas. In response to the 2010 Pakistan floods, Turkey gathered support from all over the world for flood-hit regions of Pakistan. Apart, from the state and its organizations, a number of Turkish businessmen also initiated aid campaigns for Pakistan.

The Islamia University of Bahawalpur, Pakistan

The Islamia University of Bahawalpur is located in Southern Punjab city of Bahawalpur and playing a vital role in advancing higher education and uplifting socio-economy of the region. Since acquiring the status of public sector university in the year 1975, it has transformed into a dynamic and rapidly growing academic institution, maintaining rich traditions of excellence in quality education and research. Historically, the Jamia Abbasia, Bahawalpur was conceived at the model of Al-Azhar University, Egypt in the year 1925. There are four campuses of the university in the city of Bahawalpur and two off site, the Bahawanagar Campus and Rahim Yar Khan Campus. There are six faculties including Arts, Education, Islamic Learning, Management Sciences, Pharmacy & Alternative Medicine and Sciences. Besides the five constituent colleges including Agriculture & Environmental Sciences, Art & Design, Conventional Medicine, Engineering & Technology and Veterinary and Animal Sciences recently, a state of the art Postgraduate Medical College has been announced with a modern hospital established by the Punjab Government. Cholistan Institute of Desert Studies is a unique setup in the country performing research on flora and fauna of nearby Cholistan. Currently, the University has 48 academic departments in 78 disciplines imparting education to 17000 students across six campuses in Bahawalpur, Bahawalnagar and Rahim Yar Khan. This prestigious higher education institution is continuously adding new disciplines in line with knowledge driven age of technology.

Rumi Forum Pakistan

Rumi Forum is a Turkish-founded intercultural dialogue platform established in the year 2006 for fostering cultural and educational exchange. Rumi Forum adopted its name from (Mevlana – as known in Turkey) Jalaluddin Rumi whose message of love and universal acceptance is globally cherished and recognized. Besides Rumi’s messages of love, tolerance and peaceful coexistence, Rumi Forum’s mission is also inspired by the thoughts of a Rumi-devotee and a heartfelt man of wisdom Allama Muhammad Iqbal who advocated the togetherness and mutuality of the peoples of Pakistan and Turkey. In this context, a series of events such as panel and round table discussions, conferences, seminars, exhibitions, cultural functions and Masnavi reading circles are held.
Prof. Dr. Muhammad Mukhtar Vice Chancellor the Islamia University of Bahawalpur and Founding Chairperson Inter-University Consortium for the Promotion of Social Sciences Arts & Humanities Visit to Turkey

The Rumi Forum Pakistan invited educationalists from various institutions of Pakistan for an exclusive cultural study tour to Istanbul, Turkey during the last week of September 2012. Major objectives of this tour were to apprise participants with ongoing developments in Turkey and provide insight towards the faith-inspired, non-political initiatives encouraged by M. Fethullah Gülen for education, harmony and peace at home and across the world; prior to the forthcoming conference, "Ideal Human and Ideal Society in the Thoughts of M. Fethullah Gülen" scheduled to be held at the University of the Punjab on November 21, 2012. I had a unique opportunity to be part of this prestigious group and spent five extensively busy days in Istanbul visiting educational institutes both basic and higher education, cultural places, historical mosques, meeting with media personnel and learning about the role of print and electronic media in transforming Turkey into fast progressing Muslim nation while preserving its rich historical traditions.

Our visit to Istanbul included spiritual, historical, informational, educational and technological avenues. Pilgrimage to the tomb of Hazrat Abu Ayub Ansari (RA) and particularly, visit to the Topkapi Museum was a life time spiritual experience. Sacred relics of Hazrat Muhammad (Peace be Upon Him), His companions and followers collected by Ottoman Sultans are preserved in this museum. Furthermore, this palace also depicts life style of Ottoman kings as well as documents the grandeur of the Ottoman Empire. Turks educational system has been developed keeping in mind their historical values and national pride as the top priority. An educational park in Istanbul, the Miniatürk is the World's largest miniature park having landmark historical buildings and a unique experience for visitors and young generations to learn about Turkey's past and present. Our visit to basic education setups highlights teaching paradigm based on humbleness and respect for society. We had an opportunity to see higher education institutes like Fatih University, Marmara University and Suleyman Shah University. The Syllabi and teaching methodologies remind us that Turkish education system is not less than any developed nation. Our group was privileged to visit media outlets like Zaman Daily Newspaper, Cihan News Agency, Turkish Review, Journalists & Writers Foundation and Samanyolu TV Network. All these networks exercise high level of ethical and moral standards and always strive to devise programs benefiting humanity. Visit to Kimse Yok Mu (Is there anyone to help me?), an Aid and Solidarity Association remind us our Edhi Foundation. Overall, it was inspirational experience to see Turkish institutions running in line with the vision of M. Fethullah Gülen. We all jointly felt the warmth of friendship Turkish brothers showed to us and unanimously were of the opinion to have more collaboration & cooperation in educational sector and several other avenues. This will further strengthen our already existing historical and cultural linkages based on common ideology.
Visit of Turkey in Pictures

A view of Istanbul, Turkey

Members of Pakistani delegation in Istanbul

Turkish Basic Schools education

Prof. Dr. Muhammad Mukhtar is being welcomed by Prof. Serif Ali Tekalan, Rector, Farhat University, Istanbul

Prof. M. Zafar Gül, Rector Marmara University presenting University Souvenir to Prof. Dr. Muhammad Mukhtar

SÜLEYMAN SAH University Rector with Pakistani Vice Chancellors and Chairman Rumi Forum Mr. Harun Köken

Prof. Dr. Muhammad Mukhtar, Vice Chancellor, the Islamia University of Bahawalpur receives momento of KIMSE YOK MU

Prof. Dr. Muhammad Mukhtar exchanging views with a member of Journalists and Writers Foundation of Turkey in Istanbul
Message from Mr. Harun Köken  
Chaiman Rumi Forum

It is my privilege to have the honor of sharing my views on this unique day when we are celebrating Iqbal Day, Khawaja Farid Day as well as observing death anniversary of Kemal Atturktur. Thank you all for this collaboration and cooperation to exhibit photographs of the holy relics placed in Topkapi Museum. Today we have the fragrance of these objects that have come to us from past as if we are inhaling the scent of the holy rocks. We can witness exceptional meaning being reflected through them. All these holy objects are precious to us and connect us with our spiritual values. Historians account that once Sultan Saleem I could not sleep for several days and discussed this matter with his courier who shared a dream with Sultan in which he saw Egypt and Hijjaz as a part of Ottoman Rule. On hearing this, Sultan launched a campaign and on reaching Cairo declared himself Khadim-ul-haramain Al-sharifain instead of Hakim-ul-haramain Al-sharifain. During his peaceful rule, he collected these relics and brought them to Turkey where he kept them in Topkapi Palace, decorated the rooms and deputed Huffaz-e-Quran to recite Holy Verses. These items not only enlighten and strengthen our faith but also fill the gaps of knowledge about our religion. I once again thank the Vice Chancellor on providing us with this opportunity to share this Holy Treasure with the people of Bahawalpur.

Iqbal Day at the Islamia University of Bahawalpur in Collaboration with the Rumi Forum

The Iqbal day celebrations 2012 at the Islamia University of Bahawalpur will be remembered in the history as a unique event. Chairman Rumi Forum, Mr. Harun Köken on the invitation of Professor Dr. Muhammad Mukhtar arrived in IUB in the afternoon of 8th November accompanied with his two colleagues. Prof. Murat Yilmaz and Prof. Suhail Aziz in connection with the inauguration of the Sacred Trusts Display. Students, faculty, and people of Bahawalpur completely benefited from this opportunity. Worth mentioning here is that the famous Sufi saint of Southern Punjab Hazrat Khawaja Ghulam Farid's birth anniversary (celebrated with Islamic calendar) this year was also on 9th November. On this occasion, Prof. Dr. Muhammad Mukhtar extended his gratitude on behalf of the IUB faculty members, staff and students besides the citizens of Bahawalpur and highly appreciated the Turkish delegation's cooperation and visit to provide a rare chance to the people of Bahawalpur to view the most valuable objects of the Sacred Trust. He paid rich tributes to Allama Iqbal, Moulana Rumi and Khawaja Farid over their highly impressive and inspirational poetry and philosophy which helped a lot to change people's life. Chairman, Rumi Forum, Turkey, Harun Köken briefed the history of collecting the sacred objects of the Holy personalities and remarked that the nations who remember and follow their leaders and forefathers surely succeed and gain progress. He also paid rich tributes to Allama Iqbal, Khawaja Ghulam Farid, Moulana Jalal ul Din Rumi and the founder of the Modern Turkey, Kemal Attaturk whose death anniversary was observed on November 10th. He assured that the Rumi Forum would fully cooperate with the IUB to promote academic and research activities. Turkish Prof. Dr. Murat and Prof. Suhail Aziz, IUB's Prof. Dr. Faiz-ul-Hassan Nasim, Dr. Javed Chandio and Dr. Rozina Anjum Naqvi paid rich tributes to the Holy personalities, Moulana Rumi, Allama Iqbal and Khawaja Farid in their address on the occasion and said that all these personalities had done remarkable work for human beings and we could make our lives exemplary by following their teachings and philosophy as all was based on peace, love, brotherhood, harmony, welfare, progress and prosperity. Renowned social, political and literary figure of the area, Malik Habibullah Bhutta and eminent lawyer, Mukhtar Ahmed Farani in their remarks highly appreciated the efforts and cooperation of the Rumi Forum, Turkey and the Islamia University of Bahawalpur.
It is widely accepted fact that Dr. Allama Iqbal (1877-1938) ferries through chronological distances by studying Rumi's Masnavi. He declares Hazrat Jalal-ud-Din Rumi (1207-1273) as "Pir-i-Rumi (The master from Anatolia); and he names himself as "Murid-i-Hindi (The Indian disciple)". According to critics Allama Iqbal really deciphered the teachings of Moulana Rumi and there is so much spiritual coherence in the teaching of both them, that sometimes Iqbal's teachings and spiritual influence is considered as two bodies with similar souls. People even believe that Masnevi basically further decipher Quranic teachings and Allama Iqbal always talked about 'Merd-i-Mu'min' a person who completely followed teachings of Allah and his Prophet (P.B.U.H.). For young generations, linkage of Iqbal and Rumi is an example of searching the truth in teaching of our predecessors that put us very close to our religion. In Allama Iqbal’s Urdu and Persian poetry Moulana Rumi has been praised with excellent citations 14 and 76 times in respective languages. In his famous poetry book Javed Nama, Allama Iqbal completely exposes himself to the tutelage of Rumi and completes his mystic journey. In a famous poem Peer-o-Mureed Allama Iqbal finds answer for his questions in Rumi poetry. Following are three questions from Allama Iqbal and their answers from Molana Rumi poetry:

**The Indian Disciple**

Discerning eyes bleed in pain,

For faith is ruined by knowledge in this age.

**The Mentor Rumi**

Fling it on the body, and knowledge becomes a serpent;

Fling it on the heart, and it becomes a friend.

**The Indian Disciple**

I have mastered knowledge of both the East and the West,

My soul suffers still in agony.

**The Mentor Rumi**

Quacks sicken you more;

Come to us for a cure.

**The Indian Disciple**

What is the secret of knowledge and wisdom?

And how to be blessed with passion and pain?

**The Mentor Rumi**

Knowledge and wisdom are born of honest living;

Love and ecstasy are born of honest living.

(Peer o Mureed, Baale Jibrel)

Senior scholars from Pakistan and Turkey addressing the participants
The Sacred Trust Photographic Exhibition

Relics, a part of the body of a holy personality or his belongings, preserved carefully for veneration, are an important aspect of a religion. The word 'relic' comes from Latin 'reliquiae' meaning 'remains' or 'something left behind'. The Islamic relics consist of religious pieces sent to Ottoman Sultans between 16th to 19th centuries. These relics are housed in Topkapi Palace, Turkey under the management of Sacred Trust. On 9 November, 2012, The Rumi Forum, Turkey blessed the people of Bahawalpur with the opportunity of viewing these sacred relics (Taharrukat) through the Sacred Trust Photographic Exhibition.

The Sacred Trusts Photographic Exhibition gave a glimpse of the relics and revered trusts belonging to various figures in the history of Islam, most prominently Holy Prophet Muhammad (PBUH), as displayed in the Topkapi Palace Museum in Istanbul, Turkey. The photographs displayed included the Mantle of Holy Prophet (PBUH), the inner case where Mantle was kept and the Black Flag of the Honored Standard UQAB which belonged to Holy Prophet (PBUH). Hand written scripts of Surah Al-Qadar, Surah Al- Takatur, Surah Al-Humazah, Rasulullah’s (PBUH) letters to Muqawiqis, Al-Munzir Ibn Sawa, Harith Ibn Abu Shamir Al-Ghasset, Musaylima The Liar, The Sacred Strands of Hair of Holy Prophet (PBUH), Strands of hair belonging to Hazrat Abu Bakar Al-Sadiq, images of the Dome of the rock Al-QUDS, the rock with Rasulullah’s (PBUH) footprint, the Sacred Sandals of Rasulullah (PBUH), the honored bowl of Rasulullah (PBUH), the bow of Rasulullah (PBUH), the stone of tayammum used by Rasulullah (PBUH), the Holy Tooth, the bottle which contained water used by Rasulullah (PBUH), the cooking vessel of Hazrat Ibraheem (AS), the turban of Hazrat Yousaf (AS), the sword of Hazrat Dawood (AS) and curtains which surrounded the Tomb of Rasulullah (PBUH) were also at display.

This exhibition continued till 7 days in the library of Abbasia Campus. The library remained fully packed with people from all walks of life during exhibition timings, showing their gratitude and appreciation for arranging such an unforgettable event in the history of Bahawalpur.
Prof. Dr. Muhammad Mukhtar inaugurating photographic exhibition of the Sacred Trust along with dignitaries from Bahawalpur.

Inaugural Ceremony of Photographic Exhibition of the Sacred Trusts by Aami Forum, Turkey.

Prof. Dr. Muhammad Mukhtar presenting a university momento to Mr. Harun Köksen.
Event in Pictures

Prof. Dr. Muhammad Malhi briefing the participants about Maulana Rumi’s poetry displayed in the gallery

Mr. Harun Köken briefing the participants about the sacred relics

A group photo of the participants of inaugural ceremony of the Sacred Trust photographic exhibition
A Cultural Evening with Rumi Forum organized jointly by the Islamia University of Bahawalpur & Cholistan Development Council

Message from Farooq Ahmad Khan
Executive Director
Cholistan Development Council

Culture is a combination of many things such as religion, people and people's mutual relationships, etc. and it develops with the passage of time. For example we had 'Da'f' as the only musical instrument but now several others are also included in the list. Culture is also affected by change in bilateral relations between countries. Cholistan Development Council has been offering social and economical services to the people of Bahawalpur and Cholistan. It includes public health, non-formal education, betterment of peasants & farmers, augmentation of peace and local culture. In this connection, we have received full cooperation from the IUB and the social and cultural events mutually organized by both the organizations have received much appreciation on public and governmental level. We welcome our Turkish guests and very cordially thank them for the generosity they have shown by launching the Sacred Trust Photographic Exhibition in Bahawalpur.

Cholistan Baithak

A cultural evening was arranged in the honor of Turkish delegation in the Main Auditorium at Baghdad-ul-Jadeed Campus, IUB. The ceremony was presided by Prof. Dr. Muhammad Mukhtar, Vice Chancellor, IUB and Harun Köken, Chairman, Rumi Forum, Turkey was the guest of honor on the occasion. He expressed that Turkey and Pakistan are bound together with cultural values. Today’s cultural evening is spreading the light of peace, friendship and brotherhood. The guest of honor further expressed that the word “Cholistan” is similar to Turkish word “Chol”, meaning 'Desert', which shows that we have strong Pak-Turk linguistic relationships and in future dynamic steps will be taken to strengthen cultural relationships between the two nations. Prof. Dr. Muhammad Mukhtar said that the love and affection he received during his recent visit to Turkey was matchless. He added that tomorrow we will be celebrating not only Iqbal Day but we are observing Khawaja Ghulam Farid’s birthday as well. Moreover all these three poets and philosophers have common message of love, peace and global prosperity. Maulana Rumi's message and poetry is also being extended to the masses. He further elaborated that this is a unique event through which representatives of Bahawalpur Chamber of Commerce and Industry, Pakistan Army, Civil Aviation, Civil Society of Bahawalpur and the IUB faculty, employees and students have gathered to show their love for brotherly country, Turkey.

The Dramatic Club students of the Islamia University of Bahawalpur and Cholistani artists presented their local performances including poetry of Rumi, Iqbal and Khawaja Farid. Muhammad Khan Khichi, Commissioner, Bahawalpur Division, Dr. Mukhtar Ali, Chairman Bahawalpur Board, Suhail Habib Tajik, DPO, Bahawalpur, Razia Malik, Director Programs, CDC, and other dignitaries were also present on this occasion.

Dignitaries participating in Cholistan Baithak
Cultural Evening in Pictures

Mian Muhammad Khan Khichi, Commissioner, Bahawalpur Division presenting souvenirs to Mr. Harun Köken, Chairman, Rumi Forum

Honorable Turkish guests along with University faculty and students

Performance of a Cholistani artist

Performance of IUB Dramatic Club students
Rumi Forum Activities in National Media

Daily “The Nation”
27 September, 2012

VCs observing education opportunities in Turkey

OUR STAFF REPORTER

BAHAWALPUR – A delegation of the vice chancellors of Pakistan’s universities is currently on a visit to Turkey where they are visiting various universities and social service organisations in Istanbul with a view that Turkey can be a prime destination for the Pakistani students for higher studies.

The Pakistani delegation is being headed by Dr Muhammad Mukhtar, vice chancellor of the Islamia University Bahawalpur. The delegation is on a five-day visit to Istanbul, Turkey on the invitation of Chairman Rumi Forum Mr. Harun Kizil. While the other members of the delegation are, Professor Dr. Fazlul Haque from the University of Education Lahore and Professor Dr. Majeed Asghar Khan from Lums University of Medical and Health Sciences, Jamshoro.

The Rector of the Fatih University Istanbul, Turkey, Prof. Scott Al Tabien showed his strong commitment to increase mutual relationships and promotion of cooperation in research and higher education sector during his visit to Pakistan some time ago.

The visiting Pakistani delegation held a meeting with the members of the international programme office there in which it was revealed that the Fatih University’s vision is to be a “World University”. As 40 percent approximately students from 80 countries are enrolled in various graduate and undergraduate programmes of the university.

By elaborating further on educational programmes of the Fatih University, it was disclosed that this university had a very strong research-oriented Graduate School of Social Sciences offering PhD programmes in comparative literature, Economics, History, Management, Political Science both in English and Turkish languages and the world-renowned institutions of Fatih University are Graduate School of Sciences and Engineering, Graduate School of Biomedical Engineering and Graduate School of Bio-Nano Technology. Pakistani Vice Chancellors praised state-of-the-art laboratories in various newly emerging modern sciences disciplines. Besides visiting modern Turkish universities, the Pakistani delegation of the Vice-Chancellors also visited the Bursa School System of Turkey and highly appreciated the school system. It is worth mentioning that similar schools are being established in Pakistan by the Turkish Foundation under the educational project of Pakistan Turkish schools.

The Principal of Pakistan International School LUMS Ishtiaq, Jamshoro, Mr. Emran Azeem, along with Mr. Harun is also accompanying the delegation of the Pakistani Vice Chancellors.

PRESIDENT PHA, Prof. Dr. Fazlul Haque, FPH, Bahawalpur leader Muhammad Saeed, (Bhatti) praised President Zardari for representing the nation’s point of view in a recent address at the US General Assembly. He remarked that the address of the President was true reflection of a statesman, winner, intelligent and brave leader which revived the historical courage and approach of Saudi Arabia’s King Ossan (Late), Pakistan’s former Prime Minister All Mussarat (Shahid), Libya’s Col. [ late] (Late), Palestine’s Yasser Arshad and Benazir Bhutto (Shaheed). No Muslim could tolerate blightening...

“The Express Tribune”

November 11, 2012

Holy exhibition

IUB, Turkish bodies display rare collection

Nations that follow their leaders and forefathers surely succeed

OUR CORRESPONDENT

BAHAWALPUR

Objects that were owned by the holy Prophet Mohammd (p.w.s) and other religious figures were exhibited at the Islamia University Bahawalpur on Saturday.

The exhibition was organized by the Sacred Trust, Turkey, and inaugurated by Harun Kizil, the chairman of Turkey Rumi Forum. Earlier, addressing a seminar held in connection with the birth anniversary of the U.S. East, Allama Iqbal, Kizil highlighted the achievements and objects of the Rumi Forum and the Sacred Trust.

He spoke about his efforts to collect objects that belonged to famous religious personalities and said that the nations, which followed their leaders and forefathers, succeeded.

He paid tribute to Allama Iqbal, Khawaja Chalim Farid, Maulana Rumi and the founder of modern Turkey, Kemal Ataturk, whose death anniversary falls on November 10. He said the Rumi Forum would cooperate with the IUB to promote academic and research activities.

IUB Vice Chancellor Dr Muhammad Mukhtar, expressed gratitude on behalf of the IUB faculty members, staff and students besides the citizens of Bahawalpur.

He said the people of Bahawalpur had a rare chance to view the most valuable sacred objects of the Sacred Trust.

He hoped that the visit by the Turkish delegation would promote IUB’s ties with both organizations.

He said the IUB would be in a position to promote educational and research work through exchange programmes.

He also paid tribute to Allama Iqbal, Maulana Rumi and Khawaja Farid for their poetry and philosophy which he said had helped change people’s lives.

"We should follow their teachings and philosophy based on peace, brotherhood, love, harmony and prosperity," he said.

Turkish Prof Dr Morad, Islamia University Bahawalpur’s Dr Faizul Hassan Nasim, Dr Iaved Chandio, Dr Rizina Anjum Nazvi and Prof Schall Aziz paid tribute to the holy personalities and said they had done remarkable works.

Socio-political and literary figure Malik Habibullah Bhatta and lawyer Mukhtar Ahmed Farani thanked the Rumi Forum and the Islamia University Bahawalpur for arranging the exhibition and the seminar, and gave young people a chance to watch and learn from history.

The exhibition will be open for the general public from 9 am to 5 pm till November 14 at the Abbassia Campus, IUB.
Relics’ exhibition opens in Bahawalpur

BAHAWALPUR: A six-day relics’ pictorial exhibition was inaugurated on the 61st anniversary of the birth anniversary of great poet Allama Muhammad Iqbal at Ghulam Muhammad Ghouri on Friday.

The exhibition was organized under the aegis of Rumi Forum of Turkey and the Islamia University Bahawalpur. The sacred relics, whose pictures were exhibited in the pictorial exhibition, were preserved by the rulers of the Ottoman Dynasty Sultan Selim in the sixteenth century when the Ottoman dynasty was migrated from Egypt to Turkey. In this exhibition, pictures of relics’ belonged to holy figures, were also shown. The exhibition aimed at strengthening the bilateral relations of Pakistan and Turkey as well as improving the interaction between academic institutions of both countries through such exhibitions.

A large number of local people, Islamia University Bahawalpur faculty members and students visited the exhibition. Speaking on the occasion, Islamia University Bahawalpur Vice-Chancellor Prof Dr Muhammad Mabiz thanked the Rumi Forum for accepting his request to hold the exhibition here, adding that he was feeling honored after organizing the exhibition.

Addressing the participants of the ceremony, Rumi Forum Chairman Harum Kokten said that it was his pleasure to visit the Islamia University Bahawalpur and hold this holy exhibition which was religious and informative for the Islamia University students and its faculty members as well as the locals.

Earlier, Prof Murat Yilmaz of Turkey addressed the participants while Shahul Aziz, head of Department of English, Pak/Turk International School, elaborated the history of those sacred relics.
The Islamia University of Bahawalpur

Congratulates Rumi Forum Pakistan
and its Affiliates for organizing
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November 21, 2012